


G r e e n
C o m m u t e
Green commute refers to environmentally 
friendly and sustainable ways of traveling to 
and from work or other destinations. The 
aim is to reduce the carbon footprint
associated with daily transportation. Some 
examples of green commuting are, cycling, 
walking, electric vehicles, ride-sharing, 
public transportation, etc.



U R B A N
E C O
M O B I L I T Y



London's Ultra Low
Emission Zone
(ULEZ)
The Ultra Low Emission Zone (ULEZ) is a key initiative

launched by Transport for London (TfL) in 2019 to combat air 

pollution in the city. ULEZ tackles air pollution by charging 

non-compliant vehicles entering the zone. Targeting petrol

vehicles post-2006 and diesel vehicles post-2015, it has

successfully cut nitrogen dioxide by nearly 50% in central 

London, improving public health. While exemptions exist for 

specific vehicles, the ULEZ is expected to expand and tighten 

standards, driving London towards cleaner air and a more

sustainable future.



Singapore's integrated
public transport
system
Singapore's integrated public transport system, encompassing 

Mass Rapid Transit (MRT), and Light Rapid Transit (LRT),

champions green commutes. It promotes efficiency, reduces car 

reliance through convenient public transport, and transitions to 

electric buses and trains for cleaner air. Actively moving away 

from fossil fuels, Singapore aims to replace diesel-powered buses, 

emphasizing  cleaner energy to reduce greenhouse  

       gas emissions. Incorporating electric and       

               biogas buses highlights Singapore's

                      commitment to green energy

                              initiatives. This exemplary        

                                       public transport model

                                              emphasizes sustainability,  

                                              contributing to a greener, 

                                             more livable urban 

                                            environment.



S K Y L I N K

D I S P A T C H



Drone Delivery
Zipline leads the way in autonomous drone delivery for remote 

areas, deploying electric drones to transport vital medical

supplies along pre-programmed routes.

These drones take off from distribution

centers, autonomously navigating and

executing controlled parachute drops at

designated landing zones. This approach

ensures swift and reliable delivery,

particularly in areas with limited

infrastructure or geographical challenges.



Electric Vertical Takeoff
& Landing vehicles
(eVTOL) 

Electric Vertical Takeoff and Landing (eVTOL) vehicles combine

helicopters' vertical lift capabilities with electric motors' efficiency 

and sustainability. Unlike traditional helicopters, eVTOLs produce 

zero emissions and operate quietly, making them environmentally 

friendly and suitable for urban environments. Using a multicopter 

design for stability during takeoff and landing, eVTOLs, associated 

with Urban Air Mobility (UAM), aim to revolutionize urban

transportation with on-demand air services. With reduced

emissions and quiet operations, eVTOLs offer a transformative and 

sustainable solution.



T H E
F U T U R E
O F
M O B I L I T Y



Multi-Modal
Transportation

Hyperloop
Hyperloop envisions rapid transit across vast distances, utilizing 

pods within near-vacuum tubes to achieve airline speeds. The

concept proposes efficient travel, employing magnetic levitation 

and minimal air resistance for ultra-fast, clean, and silent

transportation.

Connected & Autonomous 
Vehicles (CAVs)

CAVs are transforming transportation, offering a glimpse into a 

world where cars talk and drive themselves. From driver assistance 

features in today's vehicles to the possibility of fully autonomous 

taxis, they come in various levels of automation, using sensors, V2X 

communication, and AI to navigate.

Multi-modal transportation is like an orchestra, seamlessly
combining different modes for an efficient journey. Picture walking 

or biking to the train station, taking a comfortable ride to the
airport, and using a car-sharing service at your destination. It

optimizes each leg with public transport, cycling, micromobility, or 
ridesharing. Benefits include reduced congestion, lower emissions, 

improved fitness, and greater accessibility.
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